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Corbin Davis
Clerk of the Coutt
Michigan Supteme Coutt
P.O. Box 30052
Lansing, MI 48909

Re: ADM File No. 2005-11; Proposed Alternative A.mendments of the Code of Judrcial
Conduct published for comment by ordet entered November 28,201,1

Dear Clerk Davis:

The State Bat of Michigan appreciates the Michigan Supreme Coutt's efforts to refine proposals
to amend the Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct in tesponse to comments submitted to the
Novembet 23, 201,0, order entered in this file. The State Bar supports the notion that judges
should be able ethically to participate more in their communities, a concept articulâted in both
versions of the proposed changes. The State Bar finds Alternative B to be more cleady wdtten
and supports its adoption with some âmendments, descdbed below.

The changes to Canon 2C clanlying that judicial participation in activities allowed in Canons 4
and 5 does not violate the pdnciple that a judge should not use the ptestige of office to advance
petsonal business interests or those of othets are positive. It is apparent that the new language
was intended to be appended to the second sentence rather than the third sentence of the
pangraph, and the Bar supports that change.

Canon 5AQ) and Canon 5A(3), when tead togethet, lead to somewhat contradictory or
confusing conclusions about what a judge can and cannot do. As written, Canon 5A(2) and (3)

prohibit a judge who may be listed on letterhead that is used to publicize an upcoming event
from being a speaket at the event if the event would raise funds for the otgatizatton. It is
difficult to understand why being on letterhead fot a general appeal by an organization is
petmissible, but having a judge's name and title o¡ material advertising an organization's
fun&aising event at which the judge will speak or be honoted is impermissible. To reconcile the
trvo provisions, the State Bat proposes thatparagraph Canon 5A(3) be amended as follows:

(3) appeanng or speaking at, receiving an award or othet tecognition at,
being featuted on the program of, and permitting his or her title to be
used in connection with an event of such an organizatton or entity;br*+if
the event serves a fundtaising ptrtpose; the iudge rray net a[er- the

;

In addition, the Bat believes that the leading statement of Canon 5 would be improved with the
addition of the following language:

Canon 5. A Judge Should Regulate Patticþation in Exttajudicial Activities and
Acceptance of Gifts to Mininize the Risk of Conflicts with fudicial Duties
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\X/ith tespect to Alternative A, the Bat endorses the additional language in Canon 2C clartfytng
that anything permitted in the new Canon 4 does not violate the prohibition pertaining to the
use of ptestige of office, Should the Supreme Coutt determine to adopt Altemative A, the State
Bat proposes amending the proposed language as follows.

The movement of existing Canon 7C(1) language to a new Canon 2G under the general rubdc
of, "A Judge Should Avoid Impropriety and the ,{.ppearance of Impropdety rn Äll Activities,"
arguably broadens its application to "an1 contribution of money...for a judge's benefit for any
purpose whatever," which is perhaps not what was intended. pmphasis added.] Taken literally,
a judge could not receive a salary without violating this language, as the patenthetical reference
to what would be Canon 5 (currently, Canon 6) only addtesses money teceived for quasi- and
extra-judicial activities - not money teceived for jadicialacuvities. Moreover, absent âny cross-
tefetence to what is cutently numbeted as Canon 78 (which would be renumbeted as Canon 6

in Altemative A), the language of proposed paragraph Canon 2G conflicts with a ludge's or
judicial candidate's abiJity to establish campaign committees that are able to solicit funds for the
judge's benefit. For those reasons, the State Bar believes the language is best left in CanonT.

If the Court nonetheless believes the concepts are better placed in Canon 2, then the State Bar
proposes the following rewrite of new Canon 2G (with additional language italicized and
undeiline4:

honorarium (other than for services, subiect to Canon 5). or otherwise.2

Noting the incorporation of what was the leading statement of Canon 5 as an additional
sentence to the ftst paragraph of Canon 4, the State Bat believes the sentence should have more
prominence and be tit t 

"¿ 
to the listed activities below. For that reason, the State Bar suggests

that the statement become the first sentence of the next paragraph, combined with the existing
sentence in that pangraph as follows:

A iudge should regulate extraiudicial activities to minimize the dsk of
conÍIict with iudicial duties, and, considering that, a\ judgçsuþee++æthe

req may engage in the following quasi-judicial
duties:

I This presumes all other changes as set fotth in Altetnative A are adopted, which would result in the renumbering
ofCanon 7 as Canon 6.
2 The proposed deletion of "patty, committee, organization, ftrm, group," is made because the Bar believes the
word "entity" suffrcientþ addresses all of those categories as well as others that might not be specifically listed.
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The State Bar finds the last two sentences of new paragraph Canon 4D3 inconsistent with the
language that precedes them and, for that teason, proposes that they be deleted (consistent with
changes described above if Alternative B is adopted).

The State Bar also believes that a judge should be able to have involvement in judrcial

associations without being precluded from carrytns out the duties that might be associated with
serving as an officet ot ditectot, which would include communicating with membets about the
payment of orgatizational membership dues and fees associated with conferences and
educational progrâmming. The State Bar suggests that a clarification be included at the end of
the new paragraph Canon 2C, if Alternative A is adopted, and at the end of Canon 7C, rf
Alternative B is adopted. In eithet case, the additional sentence would read:

do not constitute solicitation of funds forpurposes of this prouision.

Finally, the State Bar notes, without making a specific tecommendation fot an amend-ment, that

the $100 per lawyer limitation set forth rn the current Canon 78(2)reptesents â ceiling whose

value has been loweted sþificantly by inflation since its adoption. Also without making a

specific recommendation for amendment, the State Bat calls attention to the difficult position rn

which a judge is placed by the resþation requirement set forth in curent Canon 7A(3) when

coupled with the Constitutional requirement that a person be out of office for ayex before

running for office.

Sincerely, 
,'4

/.// .' /:i*rQ// [tL_.__

Janeç I( Welch
ESecutive Director

cc: Anne Boomer, Administrative Counsel, Michigan Supreme Coutt

Julie I. Fetshtman, Ptesident

3 The teferenced sentences read: "A judge may allow his or het name or title to be used in advertising an
event of such an organizatiot that is not a fundraising event. A judge may not allow the judge's name oI
title to be used in adverúsing the event if it is a fundraising event, unless the judge's public participation is
lirnited to senring only as a member of an honorary committee or joining a geter¿'l appeal on behalf of the
organizaion."


